Awesome Giant Walk
In Memory of Captain Tom Moore | #WalkWithTom

Hey there, Giant Hunter! Can you go on take on this walking challenge to find things that are
bigger than you? Aim to go for 15 minutes every day for 8 weeks if you can - tick off how many
walks you complete using the chart below.

Awe Walk Chart
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Awesome Giant Walk
Here are some examples of awesome giants:

Standing underneath something a lot bigger than you, and looking up at it, can give you a
special feeling called 'awe'. You might feel it in your body as well as in your feelings and
thoughts. Feeling small in a big world is really powerful, it helps to bring our thoughts and
feelings down to size - especially any worries we may have - and it can open our eyes to
wonderful things around us too. You can find giants in woods, forests and parks. You can also
find them in towns and cities. What giants will you visit to discover a daily dose of awesome?
Researchers in America found that older people who took a daily 15 minute 'Awe Walk' every
day for 8 weeks felt significantly happier and less lonely. Try sharing this walk with an older
person, especially grandparents. If you can't walk together in person, share it virtually with
photos, videos, video calls, texts, letters or drawings. Can you complete the challenge together
across the distance?
Top Tips
Awesome experiences can work for everyone - no matter how young or old
Use as many senses as possible to examine your giant
If you find a giant you really like, visit it regularly to see how it changes over the 8 weeks;
you could take photos to document the changes
Try to walk even if you don't feel like it - once you get out into the world and amongst the
giants you may notice your feelings start to change
Go out whatever the weather - with the right clothes on you can enjoy a walk, come rain or
shine
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